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 Cognitive radio (CR) technology is an emerging technology that overcomes the scarcity and 

poor utilization of spectrum resources. Under the constraint of system energy, this paper puts 

forward a cooperative spectrum sensing algorithm to minimize the sensing overhead, 

considering the mutual relation between sensing duration and the number of cognitive users. 

The simulation results show that, when the selected cognitive users face the same mean signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR), the system overhead can be minimized by determining the proper number 

of required cognitive users and sensing duration. Thus, the proposed algorithm was proved 

valid. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Fewer and fewer spectrum resources are available, due to 

the rapid growth of radio communication services. In such a 

dynamic environment, it is necessary to fully utilize the 

scattered available resources. Cognitive radio (CR) 

technology provides a desirable solution to the task [1]. 

The core of CR technology is spectrum sensing, which aims 

to effectively use spectrum hole without disturbing the 

existing primary users. In practice, however, primary users are 

disturbed inevitably, because cognitive users often need to 

distinguish primary users from weak receiving signals. After 

all, cognitive users neither have signaling interaction with 

primary users, nor know the geographic location of primary 

users. What is worse, cognitive users often cannot achieve the 

required detection performance, under the impacts of 

multipath fading and shadow effect.  

The above problems of spectrum sensing can be solved in 

either space domain or time domain. In the space domain, 

more cognitive users should be involved in spectrum sensing. 

In the time domain, the sensing duration should be extended 

or the sampling rate should be enhanced. Despite enhancing 

sensing performance, these solutions may push up the sensing 

overhead. Considering the resource constraint of the CR 

system, it is imperative to achieve the required sensing 

performance with the minimal sensing overhead. The relevant 

studies are briefly reviewed below.  

In the space domain, the sensing performance is affected by 

the growing correlation of the signals received indirectly by 

cognitive users, which are in cooperation with each other. To 

eliminate the correlation effect, Reference [2] proposes an 

algorithm that selects cognitive users by geographic location. 

Reference [3] determines the proper number of cognitive users 

to reduce the disturbance on primary users. Reference [4] 

chooses unrelated cognitive users in the light of their 

geographic location. Reference [5] sets up an algorithm to 

identify the minimum number of cognitive users that satisfy 

the required performance, but failing to consider the user 

difference in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 

In the time domain, Reference [6] optimizes the sensing 

transmission strategy to maximize the throughput of cognitive 

users. Reference [7] presents optimal sensing parameters to 

control the overhead, considering the effect of SNR variation 

on cognitive users, but does not take account of how sensing 

duration affects the number of required cognitive users. 

Reference [8] optimizes the frame of spectrum sensing system 

under disturbance. 

Under the constraint of system energy, this paper puts 

forward a cooperative spectrum sensing algorithm to minimize 

the sensing overhead, considering the mutual relation between 

sensing duration and the number of cognitive users. When the 

mean SNR is the same among all cognitive users, the proposed 

algorithm selects the users with relatively good performance, 

and determines the number of users and sensing duration that 

minimize the sensing overhead. 

 

 

2. MODELLING OF COOPERATIVE SPECTRUM 

SENSING SYSTEM 

 

2.1 Traditional model 

 

Figure 1 shows the traditional cooperative spectrum sensing 

system. In this model, each cognitive user detects the signal 

from each primary user separately, and determines the 

appearance/absence of the primary user through soft- or hard-

decision by certain fusion rules. Based on spectrum sensing, 

the hard-decision method is used by cognitive users. The 

cooperative spectrum sensing is implemented through the 

following steps. 

Step 1. Each cognitive user completes spectrum sensing 

independently, and makes a binary decision on the 

occupation/openness of the spectrum. 

Step 2. Each cognitive user transfers its decision to the base 
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station through the corresponding control channel. 

Step 3. The base station processes the decision by certain 

rules, generates the final decision of the system, and transfers 

the final decision to each cognitive user. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Model of cooperative spectrum sensing system 

 

2.2 Spectrum utilization 

 

As shown in Figure 2, each spectrum is either open or 

occupied. Then open state and occupied state are independent 

and distributed identically. In the open state, the primary users 

do not communicate, and the cognitive users can transfer data, 

without disturbing primary users. Once detecting primary 

user(s), cognitive users must cease to use the spectrum 

unconditionally. In the occupied state, the spectrum is loaded 

with the communication of primary users. The above 

utilization process forms a continuous Markov process. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. The open state and occupied state of each spectrum 

 

 

3. COOPERATIVE SPECTRUM SENSING 

ALGORITHM FOR MINIMAL OVERHEAD 

 

3.1 Counting rule-based algorithm 

 

This subsection formulizes the sensing performance of each 

cognitive user, and derives the formula of system performance 

based on counting rule when the cognitive users face different 

SNRs. Special attentions were paid to cases like AND and OR. 

In the CR system, each cognitive user performs spectrum 

sensing. The operation of each user can be described as a 

binary hypothesis testing process: 
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3.2 System performance at different SNRs 

 

Assuming that cognitive users adopts the hard-decision 

method, the base station merges the 1-bit decision of each user 

by the counting rule-based algorithm. 

If the cognitive users face different SNRs, the formulas of 

the total detection probability and the total false alarm 

probability will become very complicated. For simplicity, each 

cognitive user was assumed as independent. According to the 

central-limit theorem, the detection probability and false alarm 

probability can be respectively depicted as: 
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where N is the number of cognitive users. With the increase of 

N, the detection probability gradually approaches one, while 

the false alarm probability approximates zero.  

The above analysis shows that, when all cognitive users face 

the same SNR, as assumed in the traditional algorithm, the 

detection probability increases towards one, with the growth 

in the number of users. Meanwhile, when the cognitive users 

face different SNRs, the detection probability declines with the 

increase in the number of users. In this case, the system 

performance cannot be optimized, even if all users participate 

in spectrum sensing. 

 

3.3 Overhead minimization algorithm 

 

When the cognitive users have different SNRs, the system 

performance can be assured by selecting the users with 

relatively good performance, and determining the proper 

sensing duration. 

In the CR system, a high detection probability means small 

disturbance on primary users, while a low false alarm 

probability showcases improvement of spectrum efficiency. In 

this paper, the design principle of cooperative spectrum 

sensing algorithm is to minimize the overhead of system 

sensing without suppressing detection probability or pushing 

up false alarm probability. The spectrum sensing and data 

transfer procedure of cognitive users are illustrated in Figure 3 

below. 
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Figure 3. The spectrum sensing and data transfer procedure of cognitive users 

 

Considering its correlations with sensing duration and SNR, 

the number of cognitive users can be expressed as L(TQP,γ), 

with TQP being the system sensing duration and γ being the 

SNR of the received signal. Let Ts be the sensing duration and 

∆T be the time to transfer the sensed data to the base station. 

Then, the objective and constraints of spectrum sensing can be 

obtained as: 
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where PD and PF are the detection probability and the false 

alarm probability satisfying the required system performance, 

respectively. 

From the constraint conditions, it can be seen that the 

system head growth rate is proportional to the number of 

cognitive users involved in cooperative sensing. Therefore, the 

number of cognitive users should be minimized, while 

satisfying the required system performance. 

Let L(TQP,γ) be the minimum number of cognitive users 

under the above constraints. Then, the value of L(TQP,γ) 

(simply denoted as L) can be obtained as: 
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The expression can be further simplified as L=max(L1,L2), 

with L1 and L2 being the minimum number of cognitive users 

to satisfy required false alarm probability and that to satisfy 

required detection probability, respectively. The values of L1 

and L2 can be respectively computed by: 
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If proper parameters are selected, L2 can be generally taken 

as the minimum number of cognitive users to achieve the 

required system performance. Formula (9) shows that the 

required number of cognitive users is negatively correlated 

with the SNR faced by each user. The SNR value was fixed to 

determine the maximum number of cognitive users: 
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where pd is sensing duration. Taking the derivative of system 

sensing duration TQP, the following formula can be derived: 
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, the derivative can be zero with proper 

parameters. 

To sum up, the system overhead of an energy-constrained 

spectrum sensing system can be minimized with proper 

number of cognitive users and sensing duration. The proposed 

algorithm is then verified through computer simulation. 

 

 

4. PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION 

 

Before simulation, it is assumed that cognitive users are 

randomly distributed in a 30km-radius circle, with the base 

station being the center; the mean SNR faced by cognition 

users was -20dB; the base station knew the SNR and 

geographic location of each user. On this basis, three SNR 

schemes with the same mean SNR were simulated. From 

scheme 1 to scheme 3, the variance increased gradually.  
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Through the simulation, the relationship between sensing 

duration and the minimum number of required cognitive users, 

and that between sensing duration and sensing overhead are 

respectively plotted as Figure 4 and Figure 5, where the 

minimum sensing overhead is marked by an arrow and the 

corresponding scheme by a label. 
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Figure 4. The relationship between sensing duration and the 

minimum number of required cognitive users 

 

 
 

Figure 5. The relationship between sensing duration and 

sensing overhead 

 

As shown in the figures, the system detection probability 

increased, while the false alarm probability and the number of 

required cognitive users declined, with the growth in sensing 

duration. Taking scheme 2 for instance, the minimum number 

of required cognitive users was 15, and the optimal sensing 

duration was about 1.7ms. The simulation verifies the 

correctness and the efficiency of the proposed algorithm. 

 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

Our research reveals that the system sensing performance 

cannot be optimal even if all cognitive users participate in 

spectrum sensing, when the spectrum resources are limited. 

Therefore, the author selected the users with relatively good 

performance for spectrum sensing. The simulation results 

show that, when the selected cognitive users face the same 

mean SNR, the system overhead can be minimized by 

determining the proper number of required cognitive users and 

sensing duration. 
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